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Details of Visit:

Author: xizzy
Location 2: Northenden
Type of Visit: call
Date and Time of Visit: 11/05/01 1 p. m
Duration of Visit: 50 mins
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ladybirds
Phone: 01619451962

The Premises:

Reasonably well appointed parlour on main road out of Leicester. Usually 4 girls were working.
Good waiting room, showers, Jacuzzi, Sauna, drinks offered etc... Made to feel very welcome. Nice
friendly atmosphere in waiting room. Feels very secure. Massage room had big wall mirrors etc..

The Lady:

As in my previous review. Amy petite blonde 5' 4 ish late 20s? Katy maybe a bit older but I'm not
sure, slightly taller, cracking figure, jet black hair and wickedly sexy face. Both girls came into the
room very sexily in black dresses that were soon removed. Both had sexy black underwear no bras
but great breasts! Katie has a particularly sexxy face with 'come and get it' eyes. A real turn on.
Both girls are clearly very intelligent. Met at University I believe.

The Story:

This is the second time I have visited Amy and Katie together. I would not normally write a second
review but these two are exceptional. I had seen them in January but had been unable to arrange
another appointment until last week. They only work together on Fridays which was a difficult day
for me. As soon as I arrived they remembered me and were determined that we should all have
another good time. They love working together and it shows. They genuinely enjoy each others
bodies so the double is not an ?act? in any way. I don?t want to repeat my earlier review but the
whole experience with these two is something not to be missed.

We did just about everything to each other that you could do (excluding A or pain). Lots of mutual
oral, fingering etc? At one point Amy had 4 fingers in her pussy. Two of mine and two of Katies
whilst we took it in turns to lick her clit! Licking and then fucking Katie?s fantastic pussy while she
gave O to Amy was one of the high points, but both pussies were well and truly sucked and fucked
before I finished! The best thing about these two was their obvious enjoyment during the whole
session. Brilliant. In the end I came in Amy whilst giving O to Katie. I felt a bit disappointed that I
had not come in Katie. I think she might have been too, so I immediately booked Katie on her own
and had a second session. We made love for nearly an hour like we both meant it??Fantastic!!!!
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